Club1 Expectations and Procedures
Club1 Behavior Expectations
Club1 basketball leagues have one sole purpose; the improvement and development of the teams and the
players involved. This is not a league intended to display individuals or teams that do not adhere to the
overall goal of the league. Players, coaches, and parents/fans will be expected to display good
sportsmanship and respect for coaches, opponents, other fans and officials. We expect the coaches and
parents to be models for our players on how you handle adversity and situations that don’t go our way
whether we perceive it as fair or not. We believe that youth sports serve the purpose of learning to handle
these types of situations for life. Poor behavior will not be tolerated including but not limited to the use of
profanity, racists words, or sexist words. Please talk with your players and parents about this.
-Any ejection of players, coaches, or parents/fans is a one-week suspension. NO REFUNDS
-If any player, coach, or parent/fan is ejected by an official in two games the team will be removed
from the league. NO REFUNDS.
-The use of profanity, racist words, or sexist words will result in immediate suspension and possible
dismissal from the league for that coach, player, or parent/fan involved. NO REFUNDS.
-Coaches, players, or parents/fans that are ejected and refuse to leave will be dismissed from the
league and not allowed to return for the remaining weeks of that league session.
-Repeated incidents from one league to another league throughout the year or basketball season
will be taken into account and could result in additional suspensions or banishment from our
leagues for either players, coaches, fans/parents, or full teams/programs.
Procedures for Issues with Coaches/Players/Fans/Parents/Officials
Coach or Player Issues-the officials in the game are expected to manage the game under IHSAA rules just as
they would an IHSAA game. All opportunities should be used to use warnings to teach players and coaches
appropriate behavior. If the use of technical fouls is needed, then the officials should use those as needed.
-If a coach or player is ejected, the official shall inform the coach and ask him/her to leave. If the
coach/player does leave, then the official should inform the site supervisor immediately following the game
as well as our assignor of officials when appropriate. Both the site supervisor and assignor of official
should notify the league ASAP.
-If the coach/player refuses, then the official should stop the game and someone should find the site
supervisor immediately. The site supervisor should then inform the coach/player that the game will not
begin until they leave. If the coach/player has not left after two minutes, then the game will be forfeited. If
the coach/player continues to present an issue, then the site supervisor will notify campus security or if
unavailable then the local police will be called.
-Any coach/player that is ejected and at all refuses to leave will be dismissed from the league with no
refund.
Parent/Fan Issues-there is a site supervisor at all host sites that should be visible throughout the day either
at the gate or in the gyms. If there are issues with fans/parents the site supervisor should be notified ASAP.
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-The site supervisor will assess the situation and if necessary remove the parents/fans with no refunds. If
the parent/fan refuses to leave when asked, then that parent/fan will not be permitted to attend any further
league games. The game will not start until the parent/fan leaves the gym. If the parent/fan has not left
after two minutes, then the game will be forfeited.
-If the officials are having issues with a parent/fan then the official has the ability to eject the parent/fan or
get the site supervisor to assess the situation. If the fan is ejected either by the officials or the site
supervisor and refuses to leave, then they will not be permitted to attend any further league games. The
game will not start until the parent/fan leaves the gym. If the parent/fan has not left after two minutes,
then the game will be forfeited.
Issues with Officials-Club1 Basketball has high expectations for everyone involved in our league including
the officials. If there are issues with officials in conduct, professionalism, or even in how they call the game
then coaches, players, fans, and parents should not confront those officials but instead model appropriate
behavior and inform the site supervisor to assess the situation or contact Club1 at
club1basketball@gmail.com. Club1 will address these issues.
Court/Schedule/No-Show Issues
In the event that we have issues with courts, schedules, or teams not showing up then the site supervisors
should contact Club1 Director Luke Cummings ASAP. If a coach notices an issue then they should inform
the site supervisor ASAP who can then contact Luke Cummings.
Blood/Injuries
Our site supervisors should be trained by their host sites in how to deal with blood and injuries and what
the procedures are for their building. Blood on jerseys, players, or facilities should be handled using the
universal precautions currently recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and the IHSAA.
When injuries occur that result in a player not being able to walk off the floor without help, the site
supervisor should be notified immediately. The site supervisor will work with the parents of the child to
determine the next proper course of action.
Weather Emergencies
All weather related cancellations or postponements will be communicated through email from
club1fwleagues@gmail.com or ncbl34@gmail.com. Announcements for these will come two hours before
the start of the first game. If games are not cancelled but you or your team believe conditions are not safe to
travel, then please inform the league through email ASAP so that the schedule can be adjusted. If games are
cancelled due to weather, we will attempt to make games up but there is no guarantee that they will and
there will be no refunds.
If weather should change as games have already began, the site supervisors should be in contact with Club1
Director, Luke Cummings to determine the next course of action. Please be on the lookout to your email
through the day and evening when the weather may prevent challenges.
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